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The latest news from Anti BioTechnologies. Leaders in Sweeping Sound Technology

AntiBio
TECHNOLOGIES

OUR CHARITY WORK GROWS FOUR-FOLD.

“We’re not just about technology for
resorts and homes, we believe in giving
back. Our charity efforts this year have
quadrupled from the 2017 amount, due
mainly to our new products available to
help communities. Including wellness,
water treatment and termite control.

WATER TECHNOLOGY FOR HOME AND
HOTEL: Our new units are designed
for any size installation.

The termites love wood and humidity.
Unfortunately, this is the same
environment you’ll find some of the
most beautiful and sacred Buddhist
temples in Thailand, and yes, they are
made of wood. Our aim is to give back to
the communities by donating and
installing treatments which allow the
monks and locals to simply live better.”

THE FUTURE IS HEALTHY FOR ANTI BIO

Anti Bio is having great success in
the wellness market. Reports from
recent experimental health trials
are showing positive results with
feedback for an array of ailments.
Naturally we are not able to market
these claims yet, but are initiating
research and further trials including
performance data. Stay tuned!

THE RESULTS ARE IN: Anti Bio Termite Control
causing entire colonies to disappear, for good.

WE’RE HELPING PEOPLE
LIVE HEALTHIER LIVES, AND
REDUCING CHEMICALS...
MORE INSIDE

SOLVING EVERYDAY PROBLEMS, WITH TECHNOLOGY.

NEW PARTNERS IN THE USA, THE PERFECT
MARKET FOR OUR ANTI BIO TECHNOLOGY.

A COMPLETE CHEMICAL-FREE PRODUCT RANGE FOR HOME OR BUSINESS TREATMENTS
We now have the most complete range of Anowave© technology in the world.

USA

What’s next:
• Multi-use products: HomeSafe©
• An app that can access, monitor and test products form any phone
• A new designer range of composite enclosures
• More compliance approval ratings obtained for the technology use (opening new markets)
• New partners announced: Anti Bio UK launch coming soon

Great news from our US partners as
Anti Bio US gains pace, with initial market
research showing market penetration in
key areas. This is a positive outlook as we
complete final permits and fees in various
states. In addition, Mexico has become a
front-runner in terms of potential sales.
This is no surprise, we have enterprising
US partners with a healthy market for
Anti Bio Technology products.

OUR TECHNOLOGY IS MAKING WAVES AROUND THE WORLD

“After successful installation
of the TOG System, the pumps
had zero downtime until today.
Initial plan to clean the caissons
every two years is now not
neccessary...”
Ruzlan Bin Hashim
Manager, Petronas
Carigali Sdn Bhd

Mexico has been put onto the Anti Bio map with
some immediate developments, with several
applications including dairy, water and beer. Our
products are now in over 22 countries.

Global Oil leader Petronas
recently placed additional
orders for TOG Technology
to Telfertech Sdn Bhd. More
than 7 units in the last 2
months alone have been
purchased and more are
expected during this year.
Additional sales have been
driven by the excellent results
showing great cost-savings
through low-maintenance and
minimal chemical usage.

Laos & Thailand have recently
experienced an increase in demand
for the termite system, where
several large properties have been
installed, covering several hundred
meters.
Soi Dog Foundation in Phuket was
recently installed with Anti Bio
Termite technology and water
treatment systems to compliment
their expanding
development.
Prawn & fish farming businesses
of all sizes have also been
benefiting from Anti Bio water
treatment, as well being as sold as
a commercial application,
improving traditional management.

